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Renewable energy is the future, and we’re sure S & L 
Electrical Ltd, incorporating Car Charge UK, couldn’t 
agree more. The forward-thinking company is 
working to make automotive travel more sustainable 
and steer it towards a greener future. They are a 
specialist supplier, installer, service provider and 
consultancy of EV charging points for commercial 
businesses, workplaces, destination and domestic. 
It is their global approach encompassing all aspects 
of experience and operation which makes them the 
complete EV charging package. Car Charged UK’s 
vision consists of key elements that come together to 
achieve long-lasting success with a reliable, scalable, 
and sustainable network as EV adoption grows.

With Car Charged UK looking to expand their global 

operations, it is no surprise that the next step was 

gaining ISO 14001 Environmental Management as 

their company and customers value sustainability 

and they look to gain an edge. Speaking to IMSM, 

Nikki Brocklehurst their Project Coordinator, reflects 
on why they decided ISO 14001 was right for them, 

“Well, for us we were in a position where it’s what 

people were wanting you to have.” This move to gain 

ISO certification has been requested many times as 
a supply chain as, “bigger companies want you to 

have ISO, so we were kind of forced into it.” Also the 

pressure to remain competitive is also another strong 

factor with, “competitors getting qualified, you’ve got 
to keep up.”

Once Nikki and her team had made their decision to 

add ISO 14001 to their repertoire, IMSM was able to 

quickly proceed, ensuring the process was as smooth 
as possible throughout. Nikki recalls, the whole process 

was “Pretty simple. Our assessor found the gaps and 

put everything into place. I haven’t had to really do 

anything bar answer questions from our Assessor. That 
and tell him what we have got and what we haven’t. 

So, it’s been relatively easy.”

From the outside, ISO implementation can seem 

daunting. But Car Charged UK proves that if you find 
the right consultant, it can be straightforward and 

supercharge your business.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV2qtCWe9c1ygeUmjYxFw_Q/featured
https://www.imsm.com/gb/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/imsmltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/imsmltd/

